Must be new and handmade
Washable preferred
You may use any pattern but we caution against any large holes,
patterns with closed holes are preferred as patients tend to
want to cover their balding heads
Must be made in a smoke free environment, pet hair free and
odor free
Patients spend a lot of time lying down; either for rest or treatments, seamless hats are more comfortable to lay on.
Hats made with thinner yarn are better for summer use. Cotton yarns are soft and breathable, excellent for warmer climates.
We will accept wool and animal fiber hats but they must be clearly marked as animal fibers tend to be warmer and itchy, many
patients are allergic to animal fibers.
Soft acrylic yarn is an excellent choice bear in mind if it feels scratchy in your hand it will be even more so on tender heads.
It is better if the cap is large enough to cover the ears and the nape of the neck.
Hats with embellishments, flowers, buttons and stripes tend to go first but please keep in mind comfort.
See our website at www.cuddlesofcourage for more guidelines
Please send a copy of this form along with your cap(s) to:
Please email us for a mailing address at:
info@cuddlesofcourage.org
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!
Number of hats sent: ____ Monetary Donation _________
Knit: _____ Crochet: ____ Sewn: ____ Loom Woven: ____
We would like to know whom to thank. The following information will be kept private and not be shared but is needed for our
records. Please feel free to provide a short message to of encouragement to be included in the package. However please be
advised that we will not be able to make copies and any message deemed distasteful (at our discretion) will not be included.
Name: ______________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________
City: _______________________________________________________
State: _________ Zip: _________
Phone: (________) ________-______________
Email Address: _______________________________________________
Please provide the yarn label or a copy of the label(s) with content and care instructions. We will use this to make our labels.
Content of yarn: Acrylic Cotton other: ____________________
Brand of Yarn: _______________________________________________
Washing instructions: __________________________________________
How did you hear about us? __________________________________________
Your hats will be delivered to the nurses, hospitals and treatment centers that care for patients undergoing chemotherapy and
other debilitating treatment. Thank you for reaching out to those in need!

